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The word maverick is one which is all too familiar
to those of us who work in the film sector. It is
often applied to those artistic visionaries who
dare to work outside the system, conventions 
or codes of the current day. But when I put this
guide together it struck me that the term can be
applied to almost all the protagonists at the heart
of films featured on our screens in the months
ahead. From our Western season to a portrait 
of scientist Jane Goodall to an exposé of the
publishing world and a fight for free speech, 
the women and men featured are all risk takers.
Whether these individuals are real or imagined,
their stories are about the courage of conviction,
the sacrifice needed to achieve their goals and 
ultimately about embracing individuality and 
accepting difference. However, far from being
preachy or didactic, the films in this guide are
also superb examples of quality cinematic 
entertainment. Of course we hope you will enjoy
them for that reason alone, but if you also leave
the cinema thinking about the world in a different
way, then that’s a wonderful bonus. 

I would like to take this opportunity to say thank
you for supporting all of the cinema mavericks
out there by coming to DCA cinema over the
past year. On behalf the whole team, we’d like 
to wish you the very best for the holidays and the
New Year. Bring on 2018 and all the wonderful
cinema moments ahead of us!   

Alice Black
Head of Cinema

Additional contributors:
Brian Hoyle, Caley McGillvary, Chloe Milne,
Christopher O’Neill, Mike Tait, Adam Smart.
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Star Wars: The Last Jedi            
Fri 15 December – Thu 4 January

That time of the year is upon us once again, when the gentle jingle-jangle of sleigh bells is joined in harmony by the 
exhilarating pew-pew of laser beams. Yes, Christmas is just around the corner and with it comes the highly anticipated
Star Wars: Episode VIII – The Last Jedi. 

General Leia Organa-Solo (Carrie Fisher) and Alliance heroes
Poe Dameron (Oscar Isaac) and Finn (John Boyega) continue
the fight against General Hux (Domhnall Gleeson) and the 
overwhelming army of The First Order. On the other side of 
the galaxy, having discovered her true destiny and the power
she possesses after battling Kylo Ren (Adam Driver), young scavenger Rey (Daisy Ridley) undertakes her training in the
ways of The Force from solitary Jedi Master Luke Skywalker (Mark Hamill). Sensing her growing knowledge and power,
Supreme Leader Snoke (Andy Serkis) and the Knights of Ren scheme to defeat Rey, Luke and the Jedi once and for all.

After the phenomenal success of 2015's The Force Awakens, J.J. Abrams stays on as Executive Producer, handing
over the directing reins to Rian Johnson (Brick, Looper) for the penultimate episode in cinema’s greatest sci-fi saga.
While the untimely death of Carrie Fisher adds a little sadness to this instalment of the Star Wars cinematic universe,
there can be no denying that The Last Jedi is sure to be the perfect family adventure to enjoy during the festive period.

Dir: Rian Johnson        
USA 2017 / 2h31m / 12A
Subtitled screening Sat 30 December, 13:00
Bring a Baby Thu 4 January, 10:30

“...sure to be the perfect family
adventure to enjoy during the
festive period.”

New Films
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Jane          
Fri 22 – Sun 24 December

Drawing from over 100 hours of never-before-seen footage, this Oscar-nominated documentary from filmmaker Brett
Morgen (Cobain: Montage of Heck, The Kid Stays in the Picture) tells the inspiring story of Jane Goodall. A woman
whose chimpanzee research challenged the male-dominated scientific consensus and revolutionised our understanding
of the natural world, Jane’s journey is told in her own words, through diaries and extensive interviews with the still vital
85-year-old scientist.  

Jane blends rediscovered 16mm footage from the National Geographic Archives alongside the breathtaking films
made by her then husband, wildlife photographer Hugo van Lawick, to shed fresh light on the world-renowned 
conservationist. A deeply personal film, this documentary never shies away from the challenges Goodall faced juggling
the complicated roles of scientist, wife and mother.

Set to a rich orchestral score from legendary composer Philip Glass, the film offers an unprecedented, intimate portrait
of Goodall and of the chimps she studied. A true trailblazer who defied the odds to become one of the world’s most
admired conservationists, Goodall’s work continues to inspire the next generation.

Dir: Brett Morgen         
USA 2017 / 1h30m / PG  
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The Disaster Artist           
Wed 27 – Sat 30 December

Actor James Franco stars in and directs this loving tribute to a true maverick of independent filmmaking, Tommy Wiseau.
Wiseau is best known for having created possibly the worst film ever made, The Room, beloved by cult movie fans
around the world for its inexplicable dialogue, convoluted plot and wacky performances.  

The Disaster Artist chronicles the making of The Room as recalled by reluctant
co-star Greg Sestero (played, in a flourish of inspired casting, by Franco’s
brother Dave). Backed by a seemingly endless, mysterious supply of money,
Wiseau develops, produces, directs and stars in his opus despite having no
knowledge of filmmaking. On-set relationships are a disaster: Wiseau's camera set-up requires two full crews to 
operate, scripts are rewritten in the middle of scenes, sets are broken down only to be rebuilt and re-shot the following
day. By the end of shooting, the cast and crew, convinced that the film will never be seen, lose their enthusiasm, 
resulting in lacklustre performances and technical blunders that are never corrected. Sestero screens a rough cut of
the film for his friends and family, who are enthralled by its bizarre ineptitude. Their reaction turns out to be prophetic
when, eight months later, Wiseau secures a release for the film, beginning its cult reputation as "the Citizen Kane of
bad movies."

Franco, a Hollywood star who himself has always marched to his own artistic drum, treats his unconventional subject
with both respect and humour. The result is quite possibly one of the funniest films of the year and a surprisingly
touching ode to an eccentric genius.  

Dir: James Franco          
USA 2017 / 1h43m / 15 

“A touching ode to 
an eccentric genius,”
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The Greatest Showman                 
Fri 29 December – Thu 11 January

Arguably one of the greatest entertainers who ever lived, and certainly among the first to see the full commercial 
potential of entertainment, P.T. Barnum is often described as the man who invented show business.

Directed by Michael Gracey from a screenplay by Jenny Bicks 
and Bill Condon (Dreamgirls), The Greatest Showman opens as
Barnum (Hugh Jackman), a penniless nobody, is determined to
bring his dream of a grand spectacle of theatre, acrobatics, and
amusement to life. To help achieve this life-long dream, he surrounds himself with an eccentric group of like-minded
people, including acrobat Anne Wheeler (Zendaya), singer Jenny Lind (Rebecca Ferguson) and wealthy apprentice
Phillip Carlyle (Zac Efron). Together these unusual performers form a travelling show that sweeps the world. 

“No one ever made a difference by being like everyone else” said Barnum, a complex figure in real life, who would no
doubt have loved the idea of his extraordinary life being turned into an all-singing, all-dancing musical. Leave your
world-weary cares at the door and enter a world of romance, drama, and magic. It might just be the escape you need
during the long, dark month of January.  

Dir: Michael Gracey      
USA 2017 / 1h45m tbc / cert tbc  
Ciné Sunday Sun 31 December, 11:00
Senior Citizen Kane Club Thu 4 January, 10:30
Subtitled screening Sun 7 January, 16:00 & Wed 10 January, 18:00
Bring a Baby Thu 11 January, 10:30

“Enter a world of romance,
drama, and magic...”
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Mountain            
Wed 3 – Thu 4 January

Mountain is a truly unique cinematic and musical collaboration between the renowned Australian Chamber Orchestra 
and filmmaker Jennifer Peedom (Sherpa). Through an astonishing blend of images, music and the words of nature writer
Robert Macfarlane narrated by Willem Dafoe, this documentary explores the spellbinding force of high places from
Antarctica to Hawaii and their ongoing power to shape our lives and our dreams.  

Collated from more than 2,000 hours of footage shot in 15 countries, Mountain is a 70-minute rush of adrenaline; a safari
into the sublime; a vertiginous voyage to the top of the world. While Peedom’s previous documentary was critical of the
Everest industry in which local guides take disproportionate risks for wealthy and thrill-seeking foreigners, Mountain is 
an unashamed tribute to the western adventurers who are willing to risk their lives climbing the world’s great heights.
Flashing back to footage from the early days of western mountaineering, the film asks why humans are drawn to high
places, plumbing psychological depths for an answer that goes beyond British climber George Mallory’s riposte about
Everest: “Because it’s there.”

The end result provides an astonishing vision of mountaineers, ice climbers, free soloists, speedflyers, heliskiers, 
snowboarders, wingsuiters and parachuting mountain bikers (including Scotland’s own Danny MacAskill on the Cuillin 
Ridgeline). And despite its glorification of thrill-seeking, the message that runs through Mountain, like rivulets over rocks,
is that our highest peaks are places to be revered and respected.

Dir: Jennifer Peedom           
Australia 2017 / 1h14m / PG 
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Hostiles                 
Fri 5 – Thu 18 January

Directed by Scott Cooper (Crazy Heart, Black Mass) Hostiles is an epic Western, set against the backdrop of stark and
beautiful American plains. Although it has many of the traditional genre elements, including horses, danger, righteous
heroes and dastardly villains, this new film is so much more than you might expect; it is thoughtful, at times poetic,
and utterly engrossing. 

When the gruff and bitter Captain Blocker (Christian Bale) is
ordered to accompany elderly Cheyenne leader Chief 
Yellow Hawk (Wes Studi) and his family back to their tribal
lands in Montana, the soldier takes on the mission reluctantly. The two men are sworn enemies after a conflict which
saw many fatalities on both sides, and Blocker is openly hostile towards the man he has been ordered to protect. As
they set off across the plains through dangerous territory occupied by other tribes, Blocker must do everything he can
to get the entire group, including a grief-stricken widow (Rosamund Pike) who joins them en route, to safety. Along 
the way, danger will come from all sides and Blocker’s steadfast notions of who the enemy is will be fundamentally
challenged and changed. 

Both Bale and the great Cherokee actor Wes Studi (fans of The Last of the Mohicans will recognise him instantly from
his role as Magua) deliver terrific and understated central performances. They are joined by a superior ensemble cast
that includes Peter Mullan, Ben Foster, and briefly but memorably, Call Me by Your Name’s Timothée Chalamet.

Dir: Scott Cooper       
USA 2017 / 2h45m / 15   
Ciné Sunday Sun 7 January, 11:00
Senior Citizen Kane Club Thu 11 January, 10:30

“Thoughtful, at times poetic,
and utterly engrossing.”
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Darkest Hour                 
Fri 12 – Thu 25 January

While recent release Churchill covered the difficult years at the end of the Second World War when Winston Churchill’s
power was waning, Darkest Hour has a very different focus, showing us the stateman’s route to power when the country
most needed him.   

An unrecognisable Gary Oldman steps into the frame as the iconic politician, who rose from his position as a 
controversial backbencher to leader of the nation. The film opens as Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain is forced to 
resign, less than one year into the war. His replacement, much to the chagrin of many in his party, is the outspoken,
bombastic, and determined Churchill. But as the government’s resources dwindle, and with no sign of the Americans
entering the war, Foreign Secretary Lord Halifax (Stephan Dillane) pushes hard to begin peace talks with Hitler. With 
his supportive wife Clemmie (Kristen Scott Thomas) at his side, Churchill faces the first desperate crisis of his role as
Prime Minister.        

Working from a superb script by Anthony McCarten, director Joe Wright (Atonement, Pride and Prejudice) brings 
together a rich tapestry of impeccable set design with a tour-de-force performance by Oldman. The result is a perfect
blend of both the atmosphere and emotion of the period and a complex portrait of the complicated man who shaped
Britain’s history forever.      

Dir: Joe Wright       
UK 2017 / 2h5m / PG  
Ciné Sunday Sun 14 January, 11:00
Subtitled screening Mon 15 January, 18:15 
Senior Citizen Kane Club Thu 18 January, 10:30
Bring a Baby Thu 18 January, 10:30
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Molly’s Game              
Fri 19 – Thu 25 January

Aaron Sorkin, whose screenwriting genius has produced some of the very best television and films of the past decade,
including The West Wing, The Social Network and Steve Jobs, steps into the director’s chair for the first time for Molly’s
Game, the true story of the woman who ran a high-stakes poker game in America before she was shut down by the FBI.  

From an early age, Molly Bloom (Jessica Chastain) is expected to succeed. A child skiing prodigy destined for the
Olympics, her chosen career is cut short by a freak accident and her life takes a different direction. Moving to Hollywood,
Molly works as a personal assistant by day and a power hostess by night. But it isn’t long before Molly’s entrepreneurial
spirit and need to be the best has her running her own exclusive game in the city. With a roster of clients that includes 
A-listers and business tycoons, the ‘Princess of Poker’ rides high until she becomes the target of a federal investigation.
As her clients run for the hills, Molly turns to her lawyer Charlie Jaffrey (Idris Elba) as her last defence against prosecution.   

Using Bloom’s memoir as his guide, Sorkin has created the perfect vehicle for showcasing all the clever, speedy and 
witty dialogue you’ve come to know and love from his other work. It is also a timely reminder of the pitfalls and obstacles
facing women working in ‘a man’s world’. For this, his directorial debut, Sorkin has played an ace.    

Dir: Aaron Sorkin            
USA 2017 / 2h20m / 15
Ciné Sunday Sun 21 January, 11:00
Subtitled screening Mon 22 January, 15:30
Senior Citizen Kane Club Thu 25 January, 10:30
Bring a Baby Thu 25 January, 10:30
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Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri             
Fri 19 January – Thu 1 February

Martin McDonagh (In Bruges, Seven Psychopaths) brings his trademark dark irreverent humour to a most unlikely 
subject – grief and injustice in small town America. With a fierce performance by Frances McDormand (Oscar buzz is
already in the air for this wonderful actress), Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri is a riveting portrait of a parent
unwilling to let her child’s death go unpunished. 

Months have passed since her daughter’s murder without any arrests and
Mildred Hayes (McDormand) is convinced the local police force aren’t
doing enough to solve the crime. Hiring three of the large billboard sites
outside the town to get her message across, her anger is directed pointedly at local hero and Chief of Police William
Willoughby (Woody Harrelson). When the chief’s deputy, awkward and often misguided Officer Dixon (Sam Rockwell),
gets involved in the dispute, the feud between the law and this furious mother gets dangerously personal.  

McDonagh has a gift for challenging audience expectations and for making even the most unredeemable characters
sympathetic. For this story, which genuinely tackles big issues like grief, racism, and sexism, fans of the filmmaker’s
particular brand of irreverent humour won’t be disappointed; there are plenty of zingy lines which McDormand delivers
with aplomb. Bring on that Best Actress nomination...

Dir: Martin McDonagh         
UK / USA 2017 / 1h45m / 15 
Subtitled screening Tue 23 January, 13:00 & Wed 31 January, 18:00
Ciné Sunday Sun 28 January, 11:00

“Bring on that best 
Actress nomination.”
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The Post             
Fri 26 January – Thu 8 February

For Steven Spielberg, making The Post has been a whirlwind, with only nine months elapsing between the moment he
set eyes on Liz Hannah’s script to the first public screening of the finished film. In the middle of post-production for his
sci-fi film Ready Player One (due out later in 2018), the veteran filmmaker had no plans to embark on a new project,
but the relevance of this story about freedom of the press was just too great to ignore.  

In 1971, Katharine ‘Kay’ Graham (Meryl Streep) was a rarity in the corporate world. The first female CEO of a major
American newspaper, The Washington Post, Graham was still finding her footing as a newspaper publisher. At her
side, Ben Bradlee (Tom Hanks), the paper’s volatile, driven editor, was trying to enhance the stature of the struggling
local daily. Together, the two formed an unlikely team, and faced the biggest challenge of their careers as they raced 
to catch up with The New York Times and publish the Pentagon Papers. Risking court sanctions to expose a massive
cover-up of government secrets related to the Vietnam War that spanned three decades and four US Presidents, 
Graham and Bradlee made the bold decision to support the rival paper and fight the Nixon Administration’s 
unprecedented attempt to restrict the first amendment and quash the secret documents’ publication.    

A fascinating portrait of the painstaking way news stories are gathered, edited and printed, The Post is also very much
about the women and men who gambled everything to expose what they felt needed to be known by the general 
public. It’s an eerily timely story, one about the urgent need for good journalism, what happens when the government
attempts to hide its misdeeds, and the ultimate value of truth.  

Dir: Stephen Spielberg          
USA 2017 / 1h56m / 12A 
Senior Citizen Kane Club Thu 1 February, 10:30
Bring a Baby Thu 1 February, 10:30



Christmas
The Muppet 
Christmas Carol                                  
Sat 23 December, 13:00 (Sold Out) & 15:30

What happens when you give a classic Dickens story
the Muppet treatment? A lot of laughs, songs and a 
terrific story too! Michael Caine takes on the part of 
miserable old miser Ebenezer Scrooge in this liberal but
fun adaptation of A Christmas Carol. The beak-nosed
Gonzo takes on the role of Dickens and narrates the
tale, along with the help of Rizzo the Rat. They take us
on a journey through a dank London, filled with all your
favourite Muppets and a lot of talking vegetables too!
Important components of the Dickens story remain, 
with Scrooge presiding over the destinies of those who
cannot meet their debts with him. Such meanness is 
not tolerated by his deceased business partners who
visit him one night promising that he must face up to 
his misdeeds. And so, he is visited by the ghosts of
Christmas past, present, and future. 

Dir: Brian Henson   
USA 1992 / 1h25m / U

It’s A Wonderful Life                                      
Fri 22 – Sun 24 December

Like overcooked poultry, Brussels sprouts, indigestion
and the Queen’s Speech, It’s a Wonderful Life is a
Christmas tradition. However, unlike these things, Frank
Capra’s masterpiece is both tremendous fun and good
for you. Far from being a saccharine, sentimental 
wallow, this film, in little over two hours, manages to 
run the gamut of human emotions, from total joy to utter
despair. Unquestionably made to give hope to post-war
America, the film shows us all the hardships of life in 
a world shaped by global conflict and economic 
depression, yet, in a final sublime moment of catharsis,
reminds us why every individual matters and why life is
worth living. But this is not just a film of its time; over 
70 years on, It’s a Wonderful Life not only continues to
give comfort, but remains as vital and relevant as ever.

Dir: Frank Capra    
USA 1946 / 2h10m / U 
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A Matter of Life and Death            
Wed 27 – Sun 31 December

Commissioned in the final days of the Second World War to help mend strained Anglo-American relationships, 
A Matter of Life and Death stars David Niven as Peter, a Lancaster pilot who falls in love with American radio operator
June (Kim Hunter) at the moment of his death. But heaven has made a clerical oversight and the pilot falls back to
earth unharmed and unwilling to give up his newly found love. 

This is quite simply one of the most visually striking, 
inventive and original films ever made in Britain, but we
should expect nothing less from Michael Powell and
Emeric Pressburger, the writer-director team behind 
The Red Shoes and Black Narcissus. The film deservedly
won Oscars for its set design, complete with its imaginative depiction of heaven, and its cinematography, which captures
the real world in glorious Technicolor and the celestial realm in pearly monochrome; everything looks stunning in this
brand new 4K restoration. 

What sets Powell and Pressburger apart from the pack is their ability to make films that are profoundly visual and literary.
Pressburger’s wonderfully playful and witty script manages to reference Shakespeare, Milton, Marvell and Bunyan
without a hint of pretentiousness. Add to this an absolutely stunning cast, which includes scene-stealing turns from
Roger Livesey, Raymond Massey and Marius Goring as well as the two wonderful leads and you have something very
close to perfection.  

Dirs: Michael Powell, Emeric Pressburger        
UK 1946 / 1h44 / U
Senior Citizen Kane Club Thu 28 December, 10:30

Vintage

“Just about the most visually 
striking, inventive and original
film ever made in Britain...”
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Day / Film Times
Fri 22 December 
Star Wars: The Last Jedi 12:00/15:00/18:00/21:00

Jane 13:00/20:45

It's A Wonderful Life 15:30/18:00

Sat 23 December
Star Wars: The Last Jedi 12:00/15:00 3D

18:00/21:00

The Muppet Christmas Carol 13:00/15:30

It's A Wonderful Life 18:00

Jane 20:45

Sun 24 December
Star Wars: The Last Jedi 13:00/16:00/19:00

It's A Wonderful Life 13:00/18:00

Jane 15:45

Christmas Day
CLOSED

Boxing Day 
CLOSED

Wed 27 December
Star Wars: The Last Jedi 12:00/15:00/18:00/21:00

A Matter of Life and Death 13:00/18:00

The Disaster Artist 15:30/20:30

Thu 28 December
A Matter of Life and Death 10:30/15:15

Star Wars: The Last Jedi 12:00/15:00 3D

18:00/21:00

The Disaster Artist 13:00/21:15

Fri 29 December
Star Wars: The Last Jedi 13:00/18:00

The Greatest Showman 13:15/16:00/18:00/20:15

A Matter of Life and Death 15:45 

The Disaster Artist 21:00 

Sat 30 December
Star Wars: The Last Jedi 13:00/18:00

The Greatest Showman 13:15/16:00/18:00/20:15

A Matter of Life and Death 15:45

The Disaster Artist 21:00 

Day / Film Times
Sun 31 December
The Greatest Showman 11:00/13:15/15:00/18:00

Star Wars: The Last Jedi 12:00/18:00

A Matter of Life and Death 15:45 

Mon 1 January
CLOSED

Tue 2 January
CLOSED

Wed 3 January
Star Wars: The Last Jedi 13:00/18:00
The Greatest Showman 13:15/15:30/20:15
Mountain 16:00/21:00
Fokus Films: Marija 18:00

Thu 4 January
Star Wars: The Last Jedi 10:30/13:00/18:00
The Greatest Showman 10:30/13:30/15:45/20:15
Mountain 16:00/21:00
Fokus Films: Phoenix 18:00

Fri 5 January 
Hostiles 13:00/15:15/20:15
The Greatest Showman 13:00/15:45/18:00/20:15
Fokus Films: Sanctuary 18:00

Sat 6 January
Shorts for Wee Ones 2017 13:00
The Greatest Showman 13:00/18:00/20:15
Fokus Films: Stefan Zweig: 
Farewell to Europe 15:00
Hostiles 15:15/18:00/20:45

Sun 7 January
Hostiles 11:00/18:00/20:45
Westerns: The Gunfighter 13:00
The Greatest Showman 13:45/16:00/18:15/20:30
Fokus Films: Signs of Life & Herakles 15:00

Mon 8 January
Hostiles 13:00/15:15/20:15
The Greatest Showman 13:00/15:45/18:00/20:15 
Fokus Films: Fukushima Mon Amour 18:00

Key
Bring a Baby 

Senior Citizen Kane Club 
Performance Screening

Discovery Family Film Club 
Subtitled

Ciné Sunday
Autism Friendly 



Day / Film Times
Tue 9 January
The Greatest Showman 13:00/15:15/18:00/20:15
Hostiles 13:00/15:30/18:00/20:45

Wed 10 January
The Greatest Showman 13:00/15:15/18:00/20:15
Hostiles 13:00/15:30/18:00/20:45

Thu 11 January
The Greatest Showman 10:30/13:00/15:15

18:00/20:15
Hostiles 10:30/13:15/16:15/20:00

Fri 12 January
Darkest Hour 13:00/15:30/18:15/20:45
Hostiles 13:00/15:45/18:30/21:15

Sat 13 January
Darkest Hour 13:00/15:30/18:15/20:45
Hostiles 13:00/15:45/18:30/21:15

Sun 14 January
Westerns: Man of the West 11:00
Darkest Hour 11:00/13:30/16:00

18:30/21:00
Westerns: The Outlaw Josey Wales 13:00
Hostiles 15:45/18:30/21:15

Mon 15 January
Darkest Hour 13:00/15:30/18:15/20:45
Hostiles 13:00/15:45/18:30/21:15

Tue 16 January
Darkest Hour 13:00/15:30/18:15/20:45
Hostiles 13:00/15:45/18:30/21:15

Wed 17 January
Darkest Hour 13:00/15:30/18:15/20:45
Hostiles 13:00/15:45/18:30/21:15

Thu 18 January
Darkest Hour 10:30/10:30/13:00

15:30/18:15/20:45
Hostiles 13:00/15:45/18:30/21:15

Fri 19 January
Three Billboards Outside 
Ebbing, Missouri 13:00/15:45/18:00/20:45
Darkest Hour 13:00/18:15
Molly's Game 15:30/20:30

Day / Film Times
Sat 20 January
Autism Friendly: 
Selection of Discovery Shorts 10:30
The Goonies 13:00
Three Billboards Outside 
Ebbing, Missouri 13:00/15:30/18:00/20:45
Darkest Hour 15:30/18:15
Molly’s Game 20:30

Sun 21 January
Molly's Game 11:00/21:00
Three Billboards Outside 
Ebbing, Missouri 12:30/16:00/18:30/20:45
Darkest Hour 13:30/18:00
Bolshoi: Romeo & Juliet 15:00

Mon 22 January
Three Billboards Outside 
Ebbing, Missouri 13:00/15:30/18:00/20:45
Darkest Hour 13:00/18:15
Molly's Game 15:30/20:30

Tue 23 January
Darkest Hour 12:45/18:15
Three Billboards Outside 
Ebbing, Missouri 13:00/15:30/20:45
Molly’s Game 15:15/20:00
Exhibition on Screen: Cezanne 18:00

Wed 24 January
Three Billboards Outside 
Ebbing, Missouri 13:00/15:30/18:00/20:45
Darkest Hour 13:00/18:15
Molly's Game 15:30/20:30

Thu 25 January
Molly’s Game 10:30/10:30/15:45/21:00
Three Billboards Outside
Ebbing, Missouri 13:15/15:45/18:30/20:45
Darkest Hour 13:15/18:15

Fri 26 January
Three Billboards Outside 
Ebbing, Missouri 13:00/15:30/18:00/20:30
The Post 13:00/15:30/18:00/20:30

Sat 27 January
The Post 12:45/15:15/18:00/20:30
Three Billboards Outside 
Ebbing, Missouri 13:00/15:30/21:30
Live from the Met: Tosca 17:55
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Day / Film Times
Sun 28 January
Three Billboards Outside 
Ebbing, Missouri 11:00/12:45/18:00/21:00
The Post 13:30/16:00/18:30/20:30
Artist’s Choice: Playtime 15:00

Mon 29 January
The Post 13:00/15:30/18:00/20:30
Three Billboards Outside 
Ebbing, Missouri 13:00/15:30/18:00/20:30

Tue 30 January
The Post 13:00/15:30/18:00/20:30
Three Billboards Outside 
Ebbing, Missouri 13:00/15:30/18:00/20:30

Day / Film Times
Wed 31 January
The Post 13:00/15:30/18:00/20:30
Three Billboards Outside 
Ebbing, Missouri 13:00/15:30/18:00/20:30

Thu 1 February
The Post 10:30/10:30/13:00

15:30/18:00/20:30
Three Billboards Outside 
Ebbing, Missouri 13:00/15:30/18:00/20:30

Accessible Screenings 
Audio description is available on all screenings of Star Wars: The Last Jedi, The Greatest Showman,
Molly’s Game, Darkest Hour and Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri.

The following screenings will also be subtitled:
Star Wars: The Last Jedi  Sat 30 December, 13:00

The Greatest Showman  Sun 7 January, 16:00 & Wed 10 January, 18:00

Darkest Hour Mon 15 January, 18:15

Molly’s Game  Mon 22 January, 15:30

Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri   Tue 23 January, 13:00 & Wed 31 January, 18:00

Autism Friendly Screening:
Discovery Shorts Selection
Sat 20 January, 10:30

For our next Autism Friendly screening we are 
excited to bring you a very special selection of 
Discovery Film Festival shorts. 

A colourful introduction to the cinema experience,
our short film selection is sure to delight children 
age 3 and up. All of the magical tales on screen are
in English or are dialogue free (except for one with
one word of German – and it’s very easy to understand!).

Tickets £3.50

Dir: Various
Various countries 2015–17 / 45m / Age 3+
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We love bringing you the best films from around the world and
are excited to bring back this annual series of German cinema,
now in its third year, taking in both new and vintage films. Enjoy
any film in the season for the special price of £5!

Marija                                                   
Wed 3 January, 18:00 

Marija, a young Ukrainian woman, earns her living as a
hotel maid in Dortmund. She dreams of owning her own
hair salon and puts money aside each month toward
this goal, but when she is fired without notice, her future
seems uncertain. Under financial pressure, she finds
herself forced to look for other opportunities. Her body,
her social relationships and her own feelings take a 
secondary importance to her goal. Michael Koch's 
feature film debut is the portrait of a young woman 
who lives on the periphery of our consumer-oriented 
society, but she is no victim. Demanding, determined
and uncompromising, Marija fights to live a freer, 
self-determined life. 

Dir: Michael Koch 
Germany / Switzerland 2016 / 1h40m 
recommended 15
German, Ukrainian, Turkish and Romanian with
English subtitles

Phoenix
Thu 4 January, 18:00

Christian Petzold’s 2014 film is another story of a fiercely
determined woman – and the deeply divided society to
which she belongs – caught between a tragic past and
an uncertain future. 

Emerging from a concentration camp at the end of the
Second World War, Nelly Lenz (played by the formidable
Nina Hoss, Petzold's regular star) undergoes significant
reconstructive surgery to repair a serious facial injury
caused by a bullet wound. Nelly wants everything to 
be exactly the way it was before the war – including her
appearance – but it isn't. Presumed dead by her friends
and relatives, fixated on the memories of her former life
and unable to accept the shattered reality before her,
Nelly returns to Berlin to fulfill the dream that sustained
her throughout her imprisonment: reuniting with her 
husband, Johnny (Ronald Zehrfeld). But will Johnny
recognise her? And what of the terrible, whispered 
rumours that it was Johnny himself who betrayed her 
to the Nazis? 

Dir: Christian Petzold 
Germany / Poland 2014 / 1h38m / 12A
German and English with English subtitles       
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Sanctuary                                                   
Fri 5 January, 18:00 

May 1968: Rolling Stones, bell-bottoms, mini-skirts, sexual revolution, protests against the Vietnam War... While Germany
embarks on a new era of freedom, rebellious 14-year-old Wolfgang is confined to Freistatt, a foster home for difficult
children. There he is to be 'educated' to become a decent boy. Wolfgang puts up a determined resistance to the brutal
working conditions and the perfidious education methods of his warders; he doesn’t allow them to get him down. But
how long can he resist the system of violence and oppression without becoming a monster himself? Based on a true
story, Sanctuary maps the relentless fight of a boy to save his humanity and dignity in the face of an oppressive system.

Dir: Marc Brummund  
Germany 2015 / 1h44m / recommended 15
German with English subtitles

Stefan Zweig: Farewell to Europe
Sat 6 January, 15:00  

Stefan Zweig: Farewell to Europe follows the life of the Austrian-
Jewish writer Stefan Zweig, one the most translated German-
speaking writers of his era, during his exile from 1936 to 1942. Driven
to emigrate at the peak of his worldwide fame, Zweig falls into despair
at the prospect of Europe’s downfall – an outcome he had foreseen 
at an early stage. Zweig’s exile takes him to Rio de Janeiro, Buenos
Aires, New York, and Petrópolis, but despite offering him safe refuge
and an immersion in the riotous natural environment of the tropics,
none of these stopping places help him to find peace or replace his
true home. 

A visually stunning historical film about a great artist in a time when
Europe was on the brink of calamity, this is the story of a refugee; a
tale of losing one’s home and searching for a new one.

Dir: Maria Schrader  
Austria / Germany / France 2016 / 1h46m / recommended 15
German, French, English, Spanish and Portuguese with 
English subtitles       
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Signs of Life & Herakles                                                   
Sun 7 January, 15:00 

Werner Herzog’s debut feature Signs of Life follows
Stroszek, a wounded German paratrooper in the 
Second World War who is sent to recuperate from minor
wounds on the quiet island of Kos with his wife Nora
and two other soldiers, Becker and Meinhart. Billeted 
in a decaying fortress, they guard a munitions depot 
and while away the idle hours. There's little to do:
Becker, a classicist, translates inscriptions on ancient
tablets found in the fortress; Meinhart devises traps for
cockroaches; and Nora helps Stroszek make fireworks
using gunpowder from grenades in the depot. Slowly, 
in the heat and torpor, Stroszek goes mad. He drives 
the others from the fortress and threatens to blow up 
the depot. The German command must figure out how
to talk him down...

Prior to making Signs of Life, Werner Herzog was looking
for the extreme, for inordinate human feats involving
great risks, for situations in which heroism and madness
are inextricably linked. The 19-year-old Herzog produced
and directed Herakles all by himself, financing the film 
by working as a welder. In Herakles, Herzog connects
black-and-white archival footage of the Le Mans racing
accident, in which dozens of people died when a race
car went off the track, with images of German body-
builders. Their exercises and poses are a striking 
comment on the human penchant for challenge and glory.

Dir: Werner Herzog  
West Germany 1968 / 1h43m / recommended 15
German and Greek with English subtitles

Fukushima Mon Amour
Mon 8 January, 18:00 

Marie, a young German woman, escapes to Fukushima
in a bid to change her life. Working with the organisation
Clowns4Help, she strives to bring joy to survivors of 
the 2011 catastrophe who are still living in emergency
shelters. Marie soon realises she's absolutely unsuited
to the task of making tragedy less wearing. Instead 
of running away, though, she decides to stay with 
cantankerous old Satomi, the last geisha of Fukushima,
who of her own accord has decided to retreat back to
her destroyed house in the former radioactive exclusion
zone. These two women couldn't be more different,
but each in her own way is trapped in the past and 
must learn to liberate herself from guilt and the burden
of memory. 

Dir: Doris Dörrie 
Germany 2016 / 1h44m / recommended 15
German, English and Japanese with English 
subtitles       

Fokus: Films from Germany is co-organised by the
Goethe-Institut Glasgow and Filmhouse Edinburgh. 
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Events

Bolshoi: The Lady of Camellias

Live from the Met: Tosca
Sat 27 January: Sold Out

Puccini’s thrilling story of love, terror, the abuse of power,
and the unquenchable longing for freedom is now sold
out. There are many more productions in the 2018 Live
from the Met season still to come, and tickets are still
available for L’Elisir d’Amore, Semiramide, Luisa Miller
and Cendrillon.

Tickets £20 
Student and under 21s £12

Five opera package: £90
Pre-opera talks: £5

Bolshoi: The Lady of Camellias
Sun 4 February, 15:00

As he arrives in Paris for the first time, the young and
naive Armand is utterly captivated after meeting the
ravishing and most desirable courtesan Marguerite 
Gautier. Their encounter gives birth to a passionate yet
doomed love...

Alexandre Dumas fils’ novel comes to life on the Bolshoi
stage, with prima Svetlana Zakharova as the ailing 
Marguerite seeking love and redemption from her life 
as a courtesan. The Bolshoi brings choreographer John
Neumeier’s work of rare beauty and tragic depth to new
emotional heights, accompanied by Chopin’s romantic
piano score.

Tickets £17.50 
Student and under 21s £15

Four opera package: £50

Bolshoi: Romeo and Juliet
Sun 21 January, 15:00

Alexei Ratmansky, former artistic director of the Bolshoi
Ballet, stages the company’s premiere of his production
with dramatic urgency and a fresh re-telling of 
Shakespeare’s beloved classic. His brilliant and 
detailed adaptation, set to Prokofiev’s romantic and 
cinematic score, reignites the story of literature’s most
celebrated star-crossed lovers like no other classical 
ballet choreographer today.

Tickets £17.50
Student and under 21s £15

Four ballet package: £50

Exhibition on Screen:
Cézanne – Portraits of a Life 
Tue 23 January, 18:00

Exhibition on Screen is thrilled to present one of the 
most talked about exhibitions of the year, celebrating 
the significance and genius of Paul Cézanne. Featuring
interviews with curators and experts from the National
Portrait Gallery London, MoMA New York, National
Gallery of Art Washington, and Musée d’Orsay Paris, 
and correspondence from the artist himself, the film 
goes beyond the exhibition to the places Cézanne lived
and worked and sheds light on an artist who is perhaps
the least known of all the impressionists – until now.

Tickets £12
Students and under 21s £9



Tickets are £5.00 for under 21s / £6.00 for adults, or a family ticket for four costs £19. Children under the
age of 12 must be accompanied by a parent or guardian. Workshops are free with your cinema ticket, but
places are limited so please book in advance.

DISCOVERY FAMILY FILM CLUB  

Workshop: 11:00 
Colour and construct a papercraft animal inspired
by the creatures from our animated shorts. 

Workshop: 12:00 
Make your own puppet and
bring it to life!    

Shorts For Wee Ones 2017                        
Sat 6 January, 13:00

Discovery Film Festival may not long be over but we had
such an enthusiastic response to our collections of short
films we were persuaded to call them back for those
who had missed them – or for those who want to see
them again!

The selection features films from all over the world 
including Sweden, France, Russia, Germany and
Switzerland. Our old friend The Little Bird is back with a
new pal (as well as that sly old fox), we watch a hungry
tiger find a tasty meal and learn how a big, old bear finds
his singing voice. A little boy has to save an adventurous
fish during a water shortage, and someone desperate to
go to sleep learns that there is music all around, whether
he likes it or not!

All these short films are in English or are dialogue free
(except for one with one word of German – and it’s very
easy to understand!). These magical tales will delight
children age 3+ and are a colourful introduction to the
cinema experience.

Dir: Various 
Various countries 2015–17 / 45m / Age 3+

The Goonies                        
Sat 20 January, 13:00

When a film comes from the creative minds behind E.T.,
Raiders of the Lost Ark and Home Alone – plus a couple
of Harry Potter titles – is it any surprise we’re still talking
about it over 30 years later? Or that the hugely popular
TV series Stranger Things owes much to its trailblazing
originality and cult status?

The Goonies – as Mikey, Brandon, Data, Mouth and
Chunk like to call their gang – are meeting for what
could be the last time in their soon to be demolished
neighbourhood. Desperate to find a way to save their
homes, they come across an old Spanish map that
leads them on an adventure to unearth the long-lost 
fortune of One-Eyed Willy, a legendary 17th-century 
pirate. Needless to say, they are not the only ones after
such fabulous treasure, and soon discover their deadly
rivals are the Fratellis, a local family deeply immersed in
the criminal underworld. The race is on!

The secret caves. The old lighthouse. The lost map. 
The treacherous traps. The hidden treasure. And Sloth...
Need we say more? (Except “Goonies never say die!”)

Dir: Richard Donner
USA 1985 / 1h54m / 12A 
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Are you a teenager
who loves film?

“Being a DYA is a fantastic experience that has grown my knowledge
of film and film distribution, on top of being really fun!”
Theodore, Discovery Young Ambassador

Discovery Film Festival is looking for new members aged 15 – 18 to join its team of Young 
Ambassadors. Have you ever wondered how an award-winning film festival is put together?
This is your chance to find out!
You’ll be involved in all elements of the festival: choosing the films, writing for our brochure, 
marketing the screenings and coming up with ideas for events and activities. During the festival
there’s loads to do: you can introduce a film, choose the shortlist for a filmmaking competition, 
or even interview filmmakers about their work. You don’t need to have any experience to join the
Young Ambassadors, just lots of enthusiasm and a love of film. 

Like the sound of it? Send mike.tait@dca.org.uk a message before Wed 31 January telling him
about your favourite film and why you’re interested in joining the team. We’ll invite you along to 
meet the current DYAs, find out more, and maybe even watch an exclusive preview of a new film! 

“Being a DYA has been a fantastic opportunity to open my mind to
new genres of film and meet a group of likeminded film fans.”
Molly, Discovery Young Ambassador

“Thanks to Discovery Film Festival I was able to watch a range of 
different films that I wouldn’t watch at home, this gave me a wider 
appreciation of (independent film) and assisted me on my way to
study a film degree.”
Morgan, Discovery Young Ambassador
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The Gunfighter          
Sun 7 January, 13:00

Quite simply one of the finest and most underrated Westerns of all time, The Gunfighter defies almost every expectation
of the genre. The film is anchored by an astonishing performance by Gregory Peck as Jimmy Ringo, a notorious 
gunfighter who has grown old and tired of every young gun taking a shot at him. Set almost entirely inside a saloon
where Ringo hopes to reconnect with the wife and child he abandoned, director Henry King masterfully ratchets up 
the tension, and refuses to waste a second of film’s admirably tight running-time. But he, Peck and writers William
Bowers and William Sellers also manage to give Ringo’s story a genuine tragic weight. Terse, tough and powerfully 
unsentimental, The Gunfighter is often seen as the forerunner to the other great claustrophobic Westerns of the 50s:
High Noon, 3:10 to Yuma and Rio Bravo. In hindsight, however, it may be the best of the bunch. 

Dir: Henry King         
USA 1950 / 1h25m / U  

Westerns

For their detractors, Westerns are films for boys with a simplistic black and white sense of morality. At its best,
however, the Western is the quintessential American film genre. It is this here that the epic narrative and mythology
of America is located, and it is where the country confronts its history in all its glory and shame. Over the past
few decades, however, the Western has fallen out of fashion. Yet new films like Hostiles (see p9) or Netflix 
series Godless prove that there is still plenty of life in the genre and there’s a lot more to a great Western than
cowboys and indians. 
In order to place Hostiles into context, we are pleased to present a short series of classic Westerns featuring
career-topping work by some of the legends of the genre: Gregory Peck, Gary Cooper, directors Henry King 
and Anthony Mann, and the incomparable Clint Eastwood. These three films have been handpicked for the way
they make you rethink the form; yes, they have plenty of action to recommend them, but at the same time, these
films are also stories of redemption, which have a sense of morality as complex as the characters they examine.
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Man of the West          
Sun 14 January, 11:00

A critical and commercial flop upon its initial release, 
Man of the West is now viewed as a masterpiece and the
best work of both its star, Gary Cooper, and its director,
Anthony Mann. It is, however, not difficult to see why
people were initially uncertain about this story of a 
family man trying to put his past behind him. Mann’s 
uncompromising vision of violence and redemption, with
echoes of King Lear and Greek tragedy, is darker than
anything that had been seen in American cinema before.
The story sees Cooper’s character Link Jones robbed,
stranded and forced to take shelter in the hideout of his
old gang (led by Lee J. Cobb as Dock Tobin). Tobin
thinks the prodigal son has returned, and as much as
Jones tries, the thin veneer of civilisation cracks all too
quickly. The stage is then set for an almost apocalyptic
showdown.

Dir: Anthony Mann         
USA 1958 / 1h40m / 12A 

The Outlaw Josey Wales          
Sun 14 January, 13:00

Few American stars or directors have CVs that can rival
Clint Eastwood’s. But his 1976 Western, The Outlaw
Josey Wales, holds its head high in a career full of 
highlights. The key to the film’s greatness is its sense of
unpredictability. What at first seems like a straightforward
revenge story soon turns into a far more complex study
of personal redemption and the after-effects of war as
Eastwood’s eponymous hero, a Confederate raider who
refused to surrender, finds himself acquiring an unlikely
gang of saddle partners and starts to build a second
family to replace the one he lost. Action-packed and 
fuelled by a delightfully quirky sense of humour, the film 
is also notable for the selfless way Eastwood mocks his
own persona and cedes the limelight to his first-rate 
supporting cast, including the great First-Nation character
actor Chief Dan George, who steals every scene he is in. 

Dir: Clint Eastwood        
USA 1976 / 2h15 / 18 
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Playtime                  
Sun 28 January, 15:00

I love the visual choreography and style of Tati's Playtime –
with its coordinated and synchronised action. Stylish and
slapstick, it beautifully accentuates the absurdity and 
pitfalls of modern urban life. I particularly like the use 
of windows, doors and screens as framing devices."
Kate V Robertson

Considered by many to be a masterpiece, Playtime –
a perfectly orchestrated city symphony, shot on 70mm 
on a huge constructed set of concrete, glass and steel –
was the most ambitious project Jacques Tati ever took on. 

Monsieur Hulot has a job interview – but before he can
worry about impressing his future employer, he’ll need to
find them first. Landing in a reimagined modernist Paris,
he has to navigate endless corridors, slippery floors, 
sinking chairs, sliding doors and misleading reflections in
a high-tech corporate labyrinth where organised chaos
reigns and Hulot sticks out as a misaligned cog in the 
machinery of modern life. Bumping into old war comrades
and a cute American tourist on the way, Hulot leaves the
office block behind and finds himself the guest of honour
at the opening of Paris’ newest (and worst) restaurant –
an eatery so fresh the builders haven’t even left yet!

Dir: Jacques Tati             
France 1967 / 2h4m / PG
French with English subtitles        

Somers Town                  
Sun 4 February, 15:00  

"Shane Meadows' films, their semi-autobiographical 
nature, and the relationship to working class culture in the
midlands have always had a hold on me. Somers Town 
is a sort of social study and recalls, for me personally, the
daunting prospect of arriving in London as a student and
feeling like an outsider, particularly to the art world."
Andrew Lacon

This highly original look at friendship from Shane Meadows
(This is England) will have you smiling long after you’ve 
left the cinema. Tomo has turned 16 and is no longer
under parental care, another good reason for him to leave 
behind his harsh and lonely existence in the Midlands and
move to London. Marek has emigrated to London from
Poland. Quiet and introspective, Marek still lives with his
disciplinarian father. Tomo and Marek are both searching
for something. When the two boys meet by chance in 
the London district of Somers Town, they soon become
mismatched friends. Their dynamic is uneasy and 
awkward at first – each teen believes himself to be the
more mature but a genuine rapport develops between 
the two. However, when they both fall for the same girl, 
a local French waitress, their friendship is tested. Filmed
in glorious black-and-white, Somers Town is a sometimes
sad but often very funny look at the loneliness of city life
that can be made easier by friendships such as Tomo 
and Marek’s. 

Dir: Shane Meadows            
UK 2007 / 1h10m / 12A  

We offer our exhibiting artists the chance to screen a film alongside their work. To coincide with her exhibition
This Mess is Kept Afloat, Kate V Robertson has chosen Jacques Tati’s Playtime, while Andrew Lacon has 
selected Shane Meadows’ Somers Town to complement his work in Fragments.

Artist’s Choice
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Coming Soon 

Aardman Animations, who have brought us such memorable characters as Wallace and
Gromit and Shaun the Sheep, are back with Early Man, which promises some hilarious
caveman, cavewoman and possibly even cavehog fun.   
Paul Thomas Anderson (There Will Be Blood, The Master) graces our screens with 
Phantom Thread, an atmospheric period drama set in the world of 1950s high fashion.
Daniel Day-Lewis’ recent announcement that he is retiring from acting means this could 
be his final, and many are saying very best, screen performance. 
Whether you find her charming or slightly annoying, Greta Gerwig (Frances Ha) is a 
unique comic talent. She brings her singular brand of quirky humour to her directorial
debut, Lady Bird, a coming-of-age story starring the wonderful Irish actress Saoirse Ronan.
And finally, be prepared to fall in love with one of the most magical movies of the year:
Guillermo del Toro’s The Shape of Water, is a wonderful romance that the Cinema Team
has taken to describing as Amélie meets The Creature From The Black Lagoon.    

Early Man Phantom Thread

Lady BirdThe Shape of Water

For those of you who
like to plan your cinema
going ahead of time, we
wanted to give you a
sneak peek of a few of
the titles which will be
coming up in our next
Cinema Guide... 
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Access
DCA welcomes everyone and we are committed to making our programme 
and facilities accessible. We accept the CEA card. Application forms and further
details are available from Box Office as well as large print copies of DCA print
material. Guide Dogs are welcome in our cinemas. Details of audio-described
and subtitled screenings are listed in our print and online at our website.

For further information on access please contact us on 01382 909 900.

DCA Cinema is supported by:

DCA follows BBFC recommendations. For further details about film classification or for extended film 
information, please refer to www.bbfc.co.uk

B R E A K F A S T 
1 0 : 0 0  -  1 2 : 0 0

L U N C H 
1 2 : 0 0  -  1 7 : 0 0

D I N N E R 
1 7 : 0 0  -  2 2 : 0 0 

S E R V E D  7  D A Y S

(01382) 909246  |  www.jutecafebar.co.uk

F O L L O W  U S  @ J U T E C A F E B A R  O N   I N S T A G R A M   |   F A C E B O O K   |   T W I T T E R 



Bookings:
01382 432 444
www.dca.org.uk
DCA Box Office is open daily from 10:00 until 15 minutes after 
the start of the final film.

All week
£6.50 before 17:00 
£7.50 from 17:00*
£1.50 additional fee for all 3D films*
Special Prices**
Seniors
Mon £5.50 all day 
Tue – Fri £5.50 before 17:00

Students
Mon – Sun £5 all day

Un-waged
Mon – Sun £5 all day

Under 18s
Mon – Sun £5 all day

Disability
Free carer’s ticket on production of valid CEA card

*There are some pricing exceptions, please see film information for further information.
**Please bring proof of your status to DCA when purchasing or picking up reduced tickets.

Special Screenings:
Senior Citizen Kane Club
Over 60? Join us for a film with tea/coffee and biscuit – £6 

Bring a Baby Screenings
For those with babies under 12 months old, includes tea/coffee 
and biscuit – £6

Discovery Family Film Club
£5 under 21s
£6 over 21s
Family ticket for four people £19

Autism Friendly Screenings
Relaxed screenings with consistent lighting and lower sound levels – £3.50 

Ciné Sundays
Film, breakfast roll and tea/coffee – £7.50

Tickets cannot be exchanged or refunded after purchase except in the case of a cancelled performance.

Ticket offers are subject to availability and may not be used in conjunction with any other offer.

All tickets must be paid for at point of booking.

Whilst every effort is taken to ensure the accuracy of information within this guide, mistakes do happen. 
DCA reserves the right to make changes to the programme as necessary.

DCA reserves the right to refuse admission.

DCA asks all customers to refrain from using mobile phones in the cinema.

Customers are welcome to take their drinks into our Cinemas, but are asked to refrain from going back 
to the bar during the screening.

Dundee Contemporary Arts Twitter @DCAdundee
152 Nethergate Instagram @DCAdundee
Dundee DD1 4DY Facebook DCA.Dundee

Registered Charity no: SC026631
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